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“People of Vision” 

On Wednesday afternoon of this week I will be one of the host parents for Holliston School’s 

Native American Walk, an annual school event 

That has the 2
nd

 grade class walk through six stations featuring 

Different aspects of Native Life. 

Here will be Home Life,  

Here will be how they crushed corn for flour 

Here will be how they made baby’s diapers from moss, 

Here will be how they dried and tanned hides for clothing 

Here will be how they made dug out canoes 

Here will be how they hunted and fished. 

There is a good chance I will be at the diaper station, 

An irony not lost on me remembering how this was a skill I never 

Truly mastered when my babies were babies. 

 

“The Native people did not see the world, they did not vision the world,  

 the way we do,” 

Said Mark, the man who on a recent night gave us our crash course on everything having to do 

with Native American life,  

a course which was held in, of all places, 

the teacher’s lounge, 

The soda machines buzzing in the background, the florescent lights overhead 

As we passed from hand to hand the smooth wooden bowls made from local trees, 

The leather straps made from deer skin,  

the rope made from muscle sinew and vine. 

Was I the only one who felt jarred by holding these natural things 

In such an unnatural room?  I pray not.   

 

“The Native people saw everything around them as part of a whole,” 

He said, „as part of a sacred hoop. 

We „moderns‟ (and he put quotes around that word, telling us he was skeptical of that 

designation for us) often think of ourselves as being 

At the center of the circle, with everything meant to serve us, being about us, 

Pointing toward us, 
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But the Native people saw themselves as one among many around that circle 

And thus were careful to share the earth‟s gifts with other living things –  

The tree people, the animal people, the river and ocean people, the soil people, 

The sky people. 

In other words, he said, the Native People had a vision  

for the sacred manner of all things; 

they saw differently than we do. 

 

You’re thinking: did he really say all that?  Well, that’s what I heard. 

And recognizing a sermon when I am hearing one,  

in the teacher’s lounge no less, 

I watched the other parents sitting around the Formica tables with me –  

Some of us tuning out, some of us fumbling with our phones (another irony!), 

But some of us listening, too, 

Some of us being drawn into this question of vision, 

This question of seeing things as part of the whole. 

Because while it is undoubtedly true that you and I  

Watch a lot things, and see a lot of things,  

and are always looking at a lot of things –  

would you believe that the average American sees 5000 ads a day (Google says!) –  

Is this the same as saying you and I have vision?   

Is this the same as saying that you and I can see beyond 

What is right in front of us? 

 

Because here’s the difference: 

With sight we can look in the mirror –  

We can take stock of our success and our disappointment, 

We can see all that is right or wrong with the world, 

We can see that job deferred or found, 

That relationship broken or mended, 

That hill to be climbed, that valley that has been endured. 

Indeed, with sight we can even read how our beloved music director 

Is retiring; 
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And with sight we can read the email that told us how one our beloved 

Members, Bill, has died. 

With sight we can see it has been a tough week in this congregation. 

 

But with vision we can put the mirror down and stand on a mountain –  

We can see past our present to a future that is perhaps more whole, 

More fair, more at peace than where we are standing right now. 

With vision we say to ourselves: there is a place beyond this heartbreak, 

That loss, this shadow, that doubt.   

With vision we say to our world: there is place beyond this recession, 

That jobless recovery, this way of doing politics, that war. 

With vision some of us are occupying Boston, 

With vision some of us become card-carrying members of the Tea Party, even. 

Can we set aside for just a moment which vision is right, and at least affirm 

Those who have not given up, who have not given in to the soft, silent sin 

That is resignation? 

And, of course, with vision we can mourn our losses, 

Because we know that those we love never leave us,  

Because now they are a part of us, and we are a part of them  

 

Thinking of vision and thinking of the limits of sight 

I am thinking again of Florence Chadwick, let’s call her Flo, 

A woman I told us about years ago  

and who I happened to discover something new about this week. 

Flo was a swimmer, and you might remember her 

As the first woman ever to swim the English Channel in both directions, 

Setting a record in the process. 

The year was 1951 and the time was 13 hours and 20 minutes in one direction, 

16 hours and 22minutes in other.   

I tell my children about her every time they complain about having to take a bath. 

 

And you may also remember that in 1952 Flo attempted to swim the 26 miles  

between Catalina Island and the California coastline. 
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It was early summer, a beautiful day, 

And as Flo snapped on her cap and her goggles 

And waded from the island shore into the cool ocean water 

She felt buoyed by her chances of reaching her goal. 

With each stroke she tried to envision the coastline,  

the water meeting the edge,  

the ocean floor rising to meet her feet at the end of the 26
th

 mile, 

The feel of sand between her toes. 

 

For fifteen hours Flo stroked evenly, 

Her arms arcing and diving, her legs kicking rhythmically, 

Her head lifting out of the water after every third stroke 

To take another large swallow of air. 

But in the 16
th

 hour, much more than halfway, 

You may remember what happened; 

You may remember how cold air began to mix with warm air, 

Creating moisture, creating huge plumes of fog that soon 

Blotched out the sun, blotched out any discernment between water and sky, 

Blotched out Flo’s sight. 

Where am I? she said. 

How close am I close to the finish? 

I can‟t see.  Can I make it?  

And now I am sure we can hear in Flo’s voice our own voice, 

Because these are our questions, too, as we struggle to find and keep vision. 

 

In a boat Flo’s mother came up alongside her, encouraging her. 

“I can‟t do it, Mom,” she said.  “I‟m too tired!   

All I can see is what is in front of me! 

I can‟t go on!” 

And then her kicking slowed, and her arms stopped, and she asked to be pulled from the water 

into the boat, and into her mother’s arms. 

But after being pulled out, and after she rested –  

And here’s the new thing I learned this week -  
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I learned how soon after she saw rays from the sun 

 begin to burn through the cloud, 

The fog lifted, 

And Flo saw that she had stopped swimming less than one mile 

From her destination. 

 

Heartbreaking, right? 

But that’s how it is when we give up on our vision. 

It’s heartbreaking when we give up too soon, 

When because we don’t know if we’re one stroke, 

One embrace, one phone call, one protest, one step, 

Or one mile from our reaching our goal 

We lose our faith. 

Because that’s what vision is – it’s faith; 

And as our scriptures remind us: 

“Faith is the substance of things hoped for, 

It is the evidence of things not seen.” 

 

But thankfully, faith can be restored, vision can be recovered. 

We know this because, you may remember, two months later 

Flo snapped on her cap, and fit her goggles, 

And entered the water off the Catalina Island again. 

Half-way across the same fog rolled in.  The same doubts arose. 

Where am I?  I can‟t see?  How far do I have to go? 

In the boat next to her Flo’s mother shouted: “Just close your eyes, Flo! 

Close your eyes! Vision the shore.  Vision the ground rising to meet your feet. 

Vision you walking onto dry land.  Vision us there around you, towels around you, 

Us embracing you, us celebrating with  you. 

And so that is what Flo did.  She closed her eyes.  She cast a vision of the shoreline 

In her mind’s eye – a wonderful phrase when you think it, our mind’s eye,  

our soul’s eye –  

And Flo made it home. 
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I remind us of this story 

Because I want to remind us that in an at a time in our country when 

There seems to be fog everywhere, when it is all too easy 

For us to ask Where are we?  What‟s going on?  How far do we have to go? 

We are called to be a People of Vision. 

And as a People of Vision,  

as a people who choose to put down the mirrors 

And with Black Elk and Isaiah choose instead  

to climb that mountain and cast a vision, 

Here is what I invite us to see: 

 

We see ourselves, first, on that sacred hoop as One People. 

There are Christians, there are Jews, 

There are UU’s, there are evangelicals about church, 

There are evangelicals about no church. 

There are Boston Occupy-ers standing next to Fidelity Investment employees, 

There is Warren Buffet standing next to Rick Perry standing next to the President 

standing next Romney standing next to the 62-year-old medicare recipient 

whose benefits are about to be cut 

Standing next to Gov. Palin standing next to the immigrant from Mexico 

Standing next to the border patrol officer. 

Are they holding hands in our vision?  Are they singing Kum-Ba-Yah?   

Will I be that naïve or cliché? 

No, but in our vision at least they stand next to each other; 

At least they can’t ignore that we all belong to each other. 

 

Here’s the next thing I see: 

You know that telephone game where one person whispers something 

To the next person and the next and the next? 

In our vision the question each person asks 

Right around the circle is: What is fair?  What is just?  

And as they hear each other’s answers I see 

Over there in our circle small bands of people giving resistance  
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To the forces that threaten life, that threaten fairness, 

And over there are small bands of people resisting them in return. 

In other words, in our vision there is push and pull. 

There is democracy.  There is community without conformity. 

 

And because of all this, I see in our vision how the circle bends and twists.   

And how because we are human, 

The circle is hurt at times. 

Even when we have done all we can, life still breaks. 

Even when we have loved all we can, our hearts are sometimes still cracked. 

But in our vision this does not mean the circle is broken. 

Because in our vision there is a Universal Love - I call this love God, 

You will have your own word –  

that has never broken it’s faith with us. 

 

And in our vision this circle of One People is just one circle 

Among many that create one large hoop, 

Wide as daylight and deep as starlight, like Black Elk says. 

And in the center one mighty flowering tree  

To shelter all the children of life. 

I hope you see it with me. 

I hope you are on the mountain with me. 

I hope you see how holy all this is. 

May we be People of Vision. 

May we be People of Vision. 

May we be People of Vision. 

Amen. 
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